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Transcript - Finances - Diving into the financial side of studio and 

where we are sitting and our intentions around profitability 
 
 
Chantelle:  Good Morning! How are you everyone? I hope you’ve had a beautiful weekend and lots 
of sunshine and happiness. How are we going on project date night? I know that we’ve had some—
hey Jody! How you doing? He’s gorgeous. Becca, hey, you’re nailing project date night. I think that 
was—I think you are kind of taking the lead on that project actually. I think even Diane’s doing well 
too.  Excellent.  
 
So today what I’d like to just start with is really thinking about finances. I’d like to start digging on the 
financial side of the studio and where we kind of are sitting at the moment and what your real 
intentions around profitability and things like that. I hear that this will be a really good conversation 
for us to lead today just to turn a touch base and see how you are keeping track. And there’s some 
of you like, Diane, you have a wonderful book about who collaborates with you. But just again just 
really getting clear on how you’re measuring your finances and like kind of how on track you are and 
what’s important to you, what your goals are 
around the profitability and the—what’s kind of—what would be the next level of financial acuity 
you’d be looking to gain.  
 
So that’s kind of one thing I just wanted to just touch base about now is how we’re performing 
financially. For some of you it’s about consistency so you wrote about growth, but where are you 
sitting at in terms of your—I guess the question is where are you sitting at in terms of your financial 
understanding of the position? Like, how are you feeling in terms of that? Like, where do you want to 
get more educated in the financial side of running your business? That’s the kind of question I’d like 
to pose to you this morning.  
 
So if you want unmute yourself, you feel free, we can just have a chat, either way.  
 
Chantelle:  Hello, Dianne, how are you? 
 
Diane:  Actually I’m all good, thank you. Now everything is going well. Financially, I think I am much 
more across the running of the school than I ever used to be. I’m very, very guilty of years ago 
looking at a P&L and having no idea. But you’re right, my book keeper is exceptional and she has 
taken me gently by the hands and changed me in all aspects. So yeah, we’re in a really good 
position. We have a great savings plan. 
 
Chantelle:  You have a great settings plan, how do you—do you mind showing a bit of how you 
came to that position about what was important to a settings plan and how do you manage by 
yourself? 
 
Diane:  It’s an automatic thing now and, again it was her suggestion that when the school was 
becoming profitable that we keep putting money aside and just doing it instantly. And I do it in stages 
of putting money aside. There is a weekly amount we put aside and a monthly figure but it is not 
always set. 
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Diane:  And literally what I have tucked away is phenomenal. Absolutely phenomenal.  I’d never 
thought I would say the benefit of just that consistent small amount every week, every week. And 
you don’t really notice it coming out of the account but you do notice it building on the side.  
 
Actually I think because usually, 10 years ago we had a nasty legal issue and it cost me at the time 
$16,00 to get it sorted and that was a bit of a jolt.  So I think that was the catalyst to go, okay, we 
always need to have a backup for anything. The anything now is—we’re in a good position. It’s just 
consistency.  
 
Chantelle:  And the fact that— I mean I’m exactly the same. I have kind of 2 saving accounts. And I 
have from the business account every single week. It just happens on autopilot.  I don’t even think 
about it. And it’s small enough that it’s comfortable that you don’t notice it at all, but I’ve been 
increasing it every kind of 6 months as well as the revenue has grown. And it really—and just looking 
at the sum that you have and—because I keep it in UBank, so I have to transfer to UBank because 
that’s one of the highest online savers for us here and I did a bit of research. I don’t know what you 
guys have found but I really enjoyed using UBank. And, you know, you can’t access it. You know, it 
still takes 3 days to transfer. So it’s not something you can just kind of pool funds from at the drop of 
the hat if you need to pay wages or something like that. This is dedicated. You can’t touch it. I can’t 
touch.  
 
Diane: Is that—is UBank—it does give you access both? 
 
Chantelle:  Yes, it’s all online banking and, you know, you still have to transfer it out and you have 
linked accounts and things like that, but it’s still like doing a transfer because I’m with CommBank 
and UBank is through NAB, it’s a division of NAB, and so it’ll still kind of be a regular bank transfer, 
which I think there is security and I think that there’s actually benefits in having it in a separate—it 
feels more isolated. You can't just transfer internally within your online banking, you know, which 
takes instantly. So that’s something that I’ve really—and it is incredible.  
 
And the other thing, because I know from many of you, you know you have a big intake in the 
beginning of the year but even having a savings goal for that period of time and seeing if you can put 
aside a big chunk of that initial enrollment period revenue if you’re kind of doing some upfront and 
then that all goes into savings. 
 
Diane: I think it’s so important to have a very solid cash flow in place as well as annual budget. 
 
Chantelle:  You don’t have to mention numbers, but do you have a savings goal that you want to get 
to, like a number that you want to achieve? Has that been important to you? 
 
Diane: I absolutely do and we are working very well to it. 
 
Chantelle:  Yeah, it’s exciting, isn’t it? It’s very exciting.  
 
Amanda, you just said we’re managing okay but have very little to play with. Our goal is to increase 
the amount of group costs to increase the profit. Even if it’s like $100 a week, even if it’s $100 a 
week going in, that literally adds up, you know, over time the year it will increase to $150 and then to 
$200 a week and so on. You can actually start  to really see the dollars start to shift a lot faster. And 
it is interesting from the casual perspective of—okay, well, if this is what I require for savings, so 
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what do I need to increase in enrollments to be able to comfortably put aside that amount of money. 
Just interesting thing to consider.  
 
Rebecca? Or does anyone else have the savings accounts purely for peace of mind and 
emergencies? Yeah, I think it’s to cover the financial buffer. The other way that you can look at it is, 
like let’s say it’s you Beck, let’s say that time you wanted to purchase a complete fit out on a 
business space, I mean that would be the kind of the contingency fund for that, but I think it’s nice to 
again have just a little buffer, just like a financial buffer that is purely just savings. And, I mean I think 
that they say, you know, it should be like between 10-20% of your annual, a year is what we should 
be saving minimum. And if you can stretch that further it’s definitely a benefit. 
 
So it’s interesting to think—okay what would be the—if you guys, you don’t have to share the 
numbers, it’s totally fine, but like what would be—what could you even just share with me if you 
could commit to wear a number every week that you’d be committed to saving? 
 
Well, 10% of our income. Yes, so the question I suppose, is that 10% net or 10% gross? And that’s 
kind of the decision that you need to make on how much margin you’re making I guess to begin with, 
but 10% net minimum.  
 
I’d be tempted to see if you could stretch that up a bit to 20% net, 25% net. It depends how 
important—it depends on the stage of business you’re in as well, really it does.  
 
Yes term deposits, they are fantastic as well. 
 
So I guess again the real thing that I want you to think about is what could I commit to saving on a 
weekly basis that I could set as an automated direct transfer into a high-interest earning savings 
account. Of course my business does pay for my car and its expenses. I mean that might be your 
first goal, Amanda. That might be your first financial savings goal, to pay off the car. Like, is it that 
we mean kind of paying off the car loan or is it just kind of paying for like radio and things like that? I 
mean if any—I’m kind of all about debt, no debt. Like at the moment I have about $1,500 on my 
credit card because I went house shopping on the weekend. I bought a consul table and stuff. But 
you, as much as possible, we should try for zero debt. And you know, we all have mortgages now, 
which is scary but, you know, at the end of the day, it’s kind of just literally offering from places. Okay 
let’s get very, very clear on that financial position.  
 
And we’re thinking about if at the moment the profitability isn’t there in the costs, what do I need to 
shift in terms of the group offering or even kind of do I need to be thinking about—this is a good time 
for us actually having this conversation of what you’re going to put in your costs up to next year 
because we can actually start having that conversation of what type of increase they can be doing 
next year to be able to not only cover, you know, increases in cost but also to give you some more 
buffer for saving.  
 
And again I just want to remind you that, one of our SEPers, I don’t know if you know her-  Polly 
Schill? She’s from the States. She bought a studio, ran it for a year, put her prices up by 40%, and 
this is a 300-student studio and she lost 3 students. She was telling us this at the US retreat. 40% 
increase. And that for some your stomachs might be turning right now but it’s really amazing to think, 
okay, of course it has to parable in the community.  But if you were to stretch, how much could we 
kind of think about providing the premium experience, the premium profitability in the business? 
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So how many of you are considering your price rise for next year? And if so, what kind of percentage 
are we looking out of the increase?  
 
It’s true, I up my fees for next year out 1 of 180 has mentioned it. It’s unbelievable, isn’t it Beck? 
Like, it’s like 1, that’s the tiniest percentage really.  
 
 
Yeah Bec, your pricing is definitely going to be an important one. So looking at it, how much did you 
increase your fees by? 
 
Rebecca:  Not quite sure of the percentage but I actually—but it was a reasonable jump. Extra $10 
per month for most classes. 
 
Chantelle: That’s a decent jump Bec. 
 
It’s about that. So it’s about 15 percent-ish increase, which is quite good. It’s quite a good jump.  
 
So if Dianne we’re charging the registration fee to an annual expense. So Diane how much are you 
charging for your annual registration fee? 
 
Diane:  Our registration fee is $30. 
 
Chantelle:  $30 they pay at one enrollment once a year.  
 
Diane:  Well, so far they’ve all been paying it on joining the school and to but we make it an annual 
payment as of next year. 
 
Chantelle:  And that will be delivered, kind of invoiced in the January, in the term 1? 
 
Diane:  I’m sure whether I do it in term 1 as it is straight of the back of Christmas, which makes that 
on 16th of January really early . Similar to what Rebecca has done actually. 
 
Chantelle:  Yeah, it’s quite interesting to think about that when is the best time to charge that 
because you can use it very much as a reenrollment strategy, that whole registration fee, you know. 
If it’s going to increase, you use it as like, we will charge you, you can get—secure 2016’s 
registration fee if you pay before this date for 2017, like a very, very simple compelling reason for 
them to reenroll.  
 
So if you’re offering it in 2016 will you—I mean because your students have kind perpetual 
enrollment but you don’t necessarily do a massive big reenrollment strategy, do you, Diane? 
 
Diane:  Yeah we just invoice them a week out of enrolment and they pay. 
 
Diane:   
It’s not going to be hard to justify either because, you know, insurances and such things we’ve 
always paid them. 
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Chantelle:  Yes. 
 
Diane:  And invite everybody to become part of MoVitae, that would be a school expense but it will 
be something that their registration fee does not cover. 
 
Chantelle:  Yes, because that’s what—is it $3 a month per student? 
 
Diane:  I think it’s nearly 5 per month per student.  
 
Chantelle:  So you’ll still be out of pocket quite a bit then.  
 
Diane:  From the school’s point of view? Sorry, no. it’s the students, the students have the option. 
MoVitae can make it available for students to pay a monthly fee for the school. 
 
Chantelle:  I’ve got you. So that will be a user pay model? 
 
Diane:  Yeah, yeah. 
 
Chantelle:  Got you. And so you—for $30 we’re going to watch the kind of facilitation of that in the 
onboarding of the process. Got you, got you, okay. 
 
And that’s good. I’m so excited to see how that will go. They’re such lovely people Angela and, I 
can’t remember her husband’s name, but they’re really lovely.  
 
So Amanda, were you to do a small increase each year more so the instrumental than the key music 
for some reason. So let’s kind of look at maybe bring that across the board for you. 
for you. We have always change our process at the end of the year and in the past have often given 
free Christmas bookings at current used prices. How we put up prices more the end of last year and 
to not offer the current new prices at all.  
 
Jada, remember you did that big changeover increasing it by12.5% and that didn’t really have any 
impact on retention or growth at all.  You remain pretty consistent, is that right? We did that big 
pricing restructure, looking back in retrospect was there any fallout to the 12.5% increase? 
 
Jada:  Hello, not usually. We didn’t get a lot of feedbacks toward our way. You know, a couple of 
people kind of mentioned that we had good reenrollment, we had really good numbers in term 1 of 
this year. It was probably later, kind of towards the end of the first term or even towards the middle of 
the year, that we had a little bit more feedback from people who potentially—or who hadn’t 
reenrolled. And that there was a bit of talk kind of going on around the prices of our classes because 
we have the most expensive by far increase for Latin dancing. But at the initial stages we didn’t get a 
lot of feedback I guess because we all said it was some of the membership options and still gauge—
It wasn’t such a big increase if people went on to an annual membership, which wasn’t hugely taken 
up to begin with. That’s been kind of that’s rolling out a little bit more and that’s going to be one of 
pushes for the end of this year.  
 
Yeah, so, I mean, it’s definitely a small percentage, but some of that kind of came a little bit later on 
and it really didn’t affect our numbers enough to worry about it. We’ve kind of worked out how, you 
know, how many we could lose and still be making more with the price rise.  
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Chantelle:  Interesting conversation. 
 
Jada: Yes. So it was really important because the structure of our business is different to every 
other dance studio, Latin dance studio, in Brisbane and so we needed to hover the cost of what 
we’re doing. So we’re still working on that but definitely the price increase was the quickest and only 
way to really do that properly. Yeah. 
 
Chantelle:  And so looking to next year, you’re considering another additional price rise or will you 
stabilize a little bit or do a smaller increase? What are you considering? 
 
Jada: So we won’t put our prices up at all this year because previously we’ve only done incremental 
kind of, you know, 4% price rises and things like that. So this—we just want to stabilize our pricing 
structure. Now I think it’s pretty solid for a couple of years. We’re just going to be focusing on—we’ve 
just introduced a 6-month membership because it matches some of the way that we suggest people 
enroll. So the first time that that they’re going to focus fast is out of our foundation levels. The first 
focus course  is 6 months long and we have a lot of issues around progression and people thinking 
they need to move up straight away and all that kind of things. So we’ve tried to match the 
memberships with the way that people need to enroll in their classes.  
 
So initially they’ll book for 6-week class, then we get them into a 12-week class, they do a couple of 
12-week classes then we’re looking at enrolling them on to the 6-month membership when they get 
into our focus trains and then after that we’re suggesting with all of our focus students going to 
annual because that’s the best value for money. They get a free private lesson once a year and 
clearly they don’t have to bother coming in organizing payment every time. They need to basically 
email us what classes they want to do.  
 
So that’s probably what we’re focusing on. It’s just getting everybody on to the correct membership 
because we still got that really big kind of enrollment week and the first week of term is still huge. 
Whereas I love Beck’s ideas about VIP enrollment, but we can’t do that unless we’ve got more 
people now rolling memberships because we need still to organize their payments and all that kind 
of things. So we’ve got our pre-enrollment week before the term starts. But I think we can actually 
say to people, “If you’re on a membership, you don’t have to have the hassle of organizing your 
payment or anything like that. You just have the VIP enrollment or whatever we call it and you can 
just let us know what classes you want to do.” 
 
 
Chantelle:  Yeah.  
 
Jada: So that’s kind of the big push that we’ll do for the end of year.  
 
Chantelle:  And to be able to get to that point, so how many people would you kind of be 
comfortable having all that membership—so you need to kind of double the amount of people on the 
membership within the studio before you would kind of transition to that sort of promotion? Is that 
what you’re thinking? 
 
Jada: No, we’re thinking we’ll do that now just because of—I mean even the amount of 
administration hours and I mean we having to go to double administration, I mean to give you an 
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idea we have about 45 hours of admin time per week and then on an enrollment week, well week 1, 
we don’t need to double our kind of night time face to face time admin at the moment because of the 
number of enrollments to be able to setup everyone properly. So, I mean, the more people we can 
actually get on to the rolling memberships I think that’s going admin work so— 
 
Chantelle:  And the studio managed at still being heavenly? Is that still working out really well?  
 
Jada: It is still working out really well. She’s wonderful. It’s going amazingly. 
 
Yes, the last few weeks of stressful time, you know, to get everything done downloaded from my 
head to her and on to paper. I’m going a little tired. Yeah, no, she’s great. She’s really good. So 
she’s calm, and she’s practical, and she thinks ahead, and she’s got good amount of people 
management background. So it’s kind of taking the stress off of me having to deal with all the staff, 
which is already relaxing, a little bit relaxing. So no, it’s really well with her, yeah.  
 
Chantelle:  Wow, Jada, that’s just—it’s been a work in progress but I’m just so glad you’re at the 
stage now and we still look forward to seeing you next week in Melbourne. I can’t wait, I can’t wait.  
 
So I’ve had a few questions come in. 
 
I’ll just kind of go back up because I think a question from Bec a little bit further up the scroll. I’m 
curious as to whether everyone pays themselves a set wage or does this fluctuate? 
 
Let’s type this in. Do you have a kind of a regular thing going to your business account into your 
personal account?  
 
The other interesting thing to think about on that note is to have a conversation with your accountant 
and there are definite tax levels that you can actually have the right, like it could be a certain 
number, but it’s actually going to be the most beneficial set wage for you at your tax bracket. I know I 
was speaking to a girlfriend about this the other day and her tax accountant said that, you know, she 
does this quite well in her business and, you know, even though she’s doing, you know, 6-figures, 80 
grand is the most efficient tax salary that she got in. So she pays it off $80,000 a year in a kind of 
ongoing salary because that is the best—for whatever kind of formation.  
 
So I hope that—it’s interesting for something to work towards even having a set even if it’s, you 
know, $500 a week but that’s kind of—it gets a really good amount to kind of work towards like that. 
You have that clarity in your mind. You have that peace of mind that when you go to pay your 
groceries, it’s kind of you always—you don’t have to kind of top it off that much.  
 
Kathleen takes a monthly drawing.  
 
Becca, what type of weekly, monthly numbers we should be looking at. I can do it through Xero but I 
want to know what to look at.  
 
So I’d be looking at—I like to look at gross revenue. I always think that that’s interesting. And I keep 
a quarterly tally but then also I like to do year to date and also contrasting, like January, also October 
2016 to October 2015, the comparison. So you’re looking at—because we want to kind of look at 
what we’ve done in the financial year, but I’m also curious of what we’ve done12 months to date. 
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That’s another figure that I’ve been invited to look at. Looking at net, as well profitability, over the 
past month and quarter and financial year. And I would definitely have goals around that, like I have 
a profitability goal that I sustain. So I want to be x amount profitability per year.  
 
And I work really hard at analyzing my expenses and go, okay, well if I want to be at excellent 
profitability, what am I going to have to reduce in terms of expenditure or wages in order to sustain 
that level of profitability so that I can be there.  
 
So I look at profitability as a percentage. So if I’m, yeah, let’s just say I’m earning—if I have a 
$100,000, I’ve got $50,000 f expenses on it and 50% profitability. So I kind of work on that sort of 
ratio around that myself is what I did personally.  
 
The other thing that’s really important for us as small business owners is having—this is why the 
savings account that we’re talking about earlier is so important, it’s because when tax comes around 
we get—like when you’re having to pay your BAS and you’re having to pay your personal taxes as 
well. I have a separate account —that’s why I said I have 2 accounts, so I have 2 savings accounts, 
one of them is purely for my savings but then I have a tax savings account in UBank as well because 
I want that money earn an interest. So if I’m putting aside money every quarter for tax only, I can be 
earning revenue while it accumulates. So that’s my strategy for that as well.  
 
So yes, gross revenue and then looking at profitability percentages. Was that helpful? Was that—
yeah, good. 
 
Okay, let’s go to what would be—the next question was from— Bec, I just want to clarify, did you 
have any other questions about that or did that pretty much—do you have any other questions 
around what numbers to look at? 
 
Rebecca:  No, no, that’s actually really good and was really helpful. 
 
Chantelle:  Yeah. So I have 2 separate accounts and then 2 withdrawals from the business account. 
So I have a withdrawal that goes to the tax fund and a withdrawal that does to my savings fund. 
 
Rebecca:  Is that weekly? 
 
Chantelle:  Yeah, I did that weekly.  
 
You could—I think weekly, you can keep it small amount that way. 
 
Rebecca:  Thank you that is great. 
 
Chantelle:  You’re welcome. 
 
Amanda has asked, how do people charge their registration fee? This is something we don’t do at 
present, so I think some of you written down that you haven’t. The only benefit of the registration fee 
really is you can use it as a reenrollment tool. So depending on how you structure your enrollment, if 
you’re doing—if you want of kind of do a big push for them to reenroll for membership or something 
like that, you can say we waive the registration fee. She’s transitioned—she eliminated all discounts 
and raised the prices and implemented a registration fee. But this strategy was used because she 
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was going to kind of used it essentially assuming that it’s pretty much for new enrollments, and for 
reenrollment it would be kind of waived. So that was her strategy around that. I like the feeling of 
everything being inclusive but it can be a bit of a powerful tool sometimes to get some urgency 
happening. So that will be the only thing to consider as to why to implement it.  
 
What will be the profit as percentage for group lessons after wages, rent, materials? So my dad, 
who’s CPA, my dad always says, “Why would you be in business if you’re not making 30% net 
profit?” If you’re not making a 30% net profit, why are you in business? And so that would be 
something to look at, to thinking about. So like looking at your pricing of your structuring, the 
structure of your pricing, if what we would need to be charging and what sort of volume capacity 
we’d be needing in the classes to make 30% net profit on every class.  That’s something to really 
apply with. That’s an advice from Arthur. 
 
My question today, it’s from Jada, is about wages expenses. We’re at a 5 grand a week and it’s a 
struggle but we’re not paying our teachers enough and they want to be paid more. I’m not sure how 
to reduce this or I just need to increase profits. I’ll meet you, Jada.  
 
Jada:  Hi. 
 
Chantelle:  Hi. Okay, first question. Are you paying your teachers above, because I have a feeling 
you probably are, are you paying your teachers above the kind of the standard wage in Brisbane for 
what they do.  
 
Jada:  No, so we pay our teachers differently. 
 
Chantelle:  And employees. 
 
Jada:  Yes. We employ all of our teachers, all of our staff, and they’re not contractors and we work 
off the Fitness award, which is quite a low award. And so, you know, our teachers are in different 
levels according to their ability and time with us and etcetera. Our admin is also on that award 
because it fits across person structures and admin, which is handy, and has better hours than a lot 
of other awards, which we’ve previously used for admin just for everyone’s information. You don’t 
want to go with the clerical or anything like that because you’ve got a lot of odd time or night time. So 
no, but you know our teachers can get annual leave, sick leave, all of that kind of things, so, and a 
very stable long term job which is not so, you know, it’s not really offered I don’t think pretty much. 
 
So yes, so it’s kind of a challenge. We feel they deserve more, and they would certainly like to earn 
more, and definitely other places pay more per hour but then they’re not paid to prepare classes and 
answer emails and have meetings and do training and, you know. So they, our teachers are paid for 
all that kind of things, open the studio, close the studio, you know. They’re on a 30-hour a week, well 
depending. So they’re either casual or permanent part time but we pay them for all of the extra 
things, which means that then obviously that they’re working more hours also. We pay them a higher 
rate for private lessons, which is a good earning tool for them. 
 
It’s just a real kind of struggle, at the end of 2013 and I had to let go a little of our admin staff. We 
used to be much too heavy admin wise. It’s much better now. Definitely our wages are swung 
towards paying teachers rather than admin. So I have to reduce things down to about $3,000 week 
and that just slowly crept up, and crept up, and crept up. And obviously with the new studio manager 
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that’s quite an extra expense as well, which the business. 
 
Chantelle:   Which is kind of like you’re on maternity leave expense. It’s kind of like that.  
 
Jada:  Yeah, she’s my sanity expense. 
 
Chantelle:  Well worth it. 
 
Jada: So yeah, she’s well worth it but it’s still.  
 
Chantelle:  $5,000 a week is a lot of money. It’s a lot of money.  
 
Jada:  Well, wages are half of our income per year generally. 
 
Chantelle:  Wages are less, that’s 50%, also you’ve got venue expenses, insurances etc. 
 
Jada:  We’ve got strategy in place and I’ve got goals in place for visits per week and all that kind of 
thing to get into a more comfortable position. And I think that with Wendy in place that would be 
more likely, because we can roll out some of those strategies though I just wasn’t getting to 
everything, but yeah, I don’t know. We have a lot of face to face admin time and listen we’ve got 3 
administration reception people. They work every day from 2 until 9, plus we bring all 3 of them in on 
a Monday, as well as all of our main teachers for a full great meeting every Monday, and then we run 
parties on the weekend as well. So we have admin office increased having reception on a Saturday 
as well, because our Saturday classes have grown. And we are growing, our numbers are growing 
definitely, there’s a definite class in the studio, retention is better. It’s all going in the right way, but I 
just kind of, yeah, wondered how whether our percentages and amounts are totally crazy in 
comparison to expenses and profits in, comparison to other studios. I’m not sure.  
 
Chantelle:  Well, I think, I mean, there’s a few different ways to look at this. I mean number 1, that 
your retention of your team is outstanding and like the cost of a turnover of team is something to 
consider. So the fact that your retention, the benefits of what you’re offering are huge. In terms of 
increasing profitability, it can be—you can kind of raise your prices, you can increase the capacity 
per class so that you’re earning more per hour or you can look for the add on sales like the 
merchandise and things like that so it’s kind of supplementary sales.   
 
In terms of what you’re doing right now, like your expenses or wages are significant. How much of 
that is able to be streamlined or systemized or refined? But how much does that kind of your face to 
face presence that you found makes such a huge difference in retention but has been such a 
contributor to your growth? So it’s the kind of like, where is the investment in the studio paying off?  
 
Jada:  Yeah, it’s a challenge because I mean it’s really expensive for us to bring everybody in for a 
team meeting every Monday but on the other hand, it gets everybody on the same page every 
once—you know, we’re doing wins and challenges, we’re talking about what’s most important for the 
week, things everybody on to the same page, so I kind of feel like it’s so valuable for the studio.  
 
Chantelle:  To pay the rest for that kind of meeting group meeting time as opposed to, like, admin 
time or teaching time, is that different or its all the same rate? 
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Jada: It’s all the same rate, yes. 
 
Chantelle:  I mean that could be the other thing you could go ahead is potentially for those group 
trainings it could be at a group training rights. You’re not paying up full wages for that hour. 
 
Jada:  I think unless we were paying our teachers, for example, quite a substantial more to be 
teaching that wouldn’t be great. And we have done that in the past and what we’ve found is that they 
just—they didn’t respect that work as much. Their administrative and training work wasn’t respected 
as much as their teaching work as if it was less important but actually it’s so important as the behind 
the scenes, you know, preparation for the classes even though they’re the most valuable to us in 
front of the class without all that— 
 
Chantelle:  And I love that philosophy. I like that. And it’s very true. It’s kind of, you know—I 
definitely can see what you’re saying. So in terms of increasing profitability, it’s kind of ensuring that 
all the capacity holes in the classes I suppose as a first priority.  
 
Jada:  Yeah, and so that’s I guess what we’re working with the goals that I’ve set are all around 
visits per week. So rather than number of people, it’s how many times people are coming per week 
and counting that. 
 
Chantelle:  But does that mean that they, they could be coming 6 times a week but they could be 4 
people in a class?  
 
Jada:  No, so then I guess with the goal the I’ve set, it’s looking at filling the studio to a certain 
capacity in the classes, because we have a sitting at about probably 55 to 60% capacity. Some of 
our classes are over full and then other classes are small but we’re really needing—I feel like we 
really need to get to about 80% capacity. I think 100% capacity would be too full if we really took it 
up to what our, you know, maximum capacity in the classes is set up. So if we were sitting at 75-
80% capacity, we’d be doing much better. And that will increase numbers to parties and everything 
else and then obviously bring, you know, bring in merchandise or anything like that, then we have 
those numbers. 
 
Chantelle:  So it is about other delicate issues between the number of classes available in the time 
table as well as ensuring that we have students to the core number of classes, that they’re going to 
give you that 75-80%. So this is the kind of, you know, it’s kind of taking them on and then balancing 
that with how many we can have kind of coming in that time zone. Because that’s, I think for you, 
that’s the answer. Getting to 75%, 80% capacity in each class is going to give you the profitability 
ratio that’s much high than it currently is. It’s 55 and we managed even  just like that. 
 
Jada:  Yeah. So we, yeah, I mean and that’s obviously paying all the bills and everything. So we just 
need more so that we can eradicate the problem, you know. If anything breaks down, we can 
actually afford to pay for it.  
 
Yeah, it’s a tricky growth. And I guess we’re hitting—I guess what you’re talking about with the 
numbers as well. So I mean, we’ve dropped down, you know, 12 to 15 years ago, we had, you know, 
750 students and 900, you know, enrollments and things like that, but 2-1/2 years ago, we had 300 
students and but the—what the problem was is that the structure was there to support 600 students. 
So we have a structure now that can support that 700 students, but we need to go from, you know, 
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450 and get over the 500 mark and be hitting likely 600 students again. We’re all set up for it and it’s 
growing, so it’s hard to crease the structure I guess— 
 
Chantelle:  Yeah, certainly. 
 
Chantelle:  And to meet the demands. A few other suggestions that are interesting coming up is 
could you do the weekly meetings or the team meetings once a fortnight or do them on Zoom so 
there’s not kind of the trouble it could be and reduce rate or you think that the—is it really that you’re 
seeing that the weekly face to face meeting is what’s been the catalysts for the buzz and everything? 
How—is there flexibility? 
 
Jada:  Look, we’re working a lot at the moment on better use of time across the teams. I think 
definitely the face to face is a strong move for the staff. They feel more involved and more proud of 
things. I mean, most of the teachers, we bring them on as the beginning of their shift on a Monday, 
because we have 4 teachers on that night anyway. The admin, it’s the admin that’s a lot of extra 
because we really only have one person on the long shift that day but we’re bringing in an extra 2 
and then I put them both on a 3-hour shift each. Having said that, Mondays are really busy, so it’s 
actually getting a great head start to the week as well. So yeah, we have thought about going to 
fortnightly and that is definitely a potential. And at the moment we’re working on streamlining and 
making—mostly the teachers are a bit all over the place about how they use their hours in the 
afternoons, so we’re needing to set more structure and patterns on what their daily, weekly, you 
know, termly focus should be. 
 
Chantelle:  I mean, other way you could— 
 
Jada:  I’m as busy all day. 
 
Chantelle:  Yeah, I mean like what I’ve just transitioned to with the team’s expansion is that growth 
kind of the core crew meet every week. So it’s like me, Michelle and Kelly. And then every alternate 
week we have, like you know, Theresa joins and things like that. So that’s kind of the other way that 
you could look at it so that you have the admin weekly and then bi-weekly teachers included.  
 
Chantelle:  A full team in every second week but then you got the consistency across the admin, 
what’s happening for retention, what’s happening for reenrollments. The another— 
 
Jada:  Yeah. 
 
Chantelle:   
Another thing. Daniela says once the new systems are in place, you could shift upon my co-making 
as well. 
 
Jada:  Yeah. 
 
Chantelle:  Okay, so 2 things, a question from Daniela and then we’ll go to that question from you, 
Diane. Daniella has asked, “How do you justify registration fee if you haven’t had one before? So I’m 
just going throw this to the group, I have some suggestions, but has anyone kind of done that before 
and they’d like to share how they structured it? If you have, you’re welcome to jump in. 
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Okay, so how I would encourage you to do this is to come to them with shifting it around, like this is 
what you’re going to receive as well. So if you have a strategy, like you are going to receive this t-
shirt or something like that Daniela, or they’re going to receive this, you could do a little instrument or 
a CD. So you’d have to be in that position that they feel like they’re getting perceived additional 
value on having the registration fee.  
 
The other thing is you can just say it. You can just say, we’re introducing a registration fee. And 
remember this is your business and it kind of like, when people come to share how it’s going to 
impact them and give them opportunity for the first transition time to, like we kind of said earlier 
around, if you reenroll and you pay for the first semester before December 1st, we’ll waive your 
registration fee. So you can kind of give you reenrolled current families an opportunity to not have to 
pay for this first time as a reenrollment tool. So that’s kind of another option.  
 
Let’s go to Diane. Your question about studio post. 
 
Diane:  Hi. In regards to the registration fee, I agree with you in that. It was about justifying my time 
because I can enroll a student over email and sometimes we’ve got 8-10 emails that go back and 
forth over a series of days before that student is actually enrolled. And that’s my time. And that has 
to be paid for somehow. Once it was just announced formally we haven’t had an issue with charging 
and it was a one off. And I think that we all value that time.  
 
Chantelle: Yes. 
 
Diane:  Anyway on to Studio Pulse (software), there is one question I have not been able to get 
answer too and that is being cloud base and Studio Pulse having your data base. This means they 
essentially have, your database, all your students details from the cloud. Now if anything happens to 
them, what happens to your data? Who owns the data? How is the data secured and how do you get 
it back? I have looked at their terms carefully, the only thing you can say is that the data is on State 
of California, which is a little vague and not particularly comforting. Now if you’ve got any thoughts 
on that.  
 
Chantelle:  We can always do a full export of the entire database. And so you might have that as a 
monthly procedure that you can have completed and that’s one way to ensure that you’ve got a kind 
of security  
 
Diane:  If they lost—if something happened to them as a company with all of their money and 
everything gets shut down. Who has your data? How is your data guaranteed to be safe?  
 
Chantelle:  So usually the credit card data is all encrypted regardless. So that’s why you—your 
merchant facility that will be connected, that’s the kind of credit card information wouldn’t necessarily 
be—it’s kind of through the third party integration of the data. They might have access to details like 
email address and things like that, that’s all stored within the software but from the merchant’s 
perspective I believe that’s separate, that’s through your Stripe or through your eWay provider. So 
that’s all encrypted data through there. 
 
Diane: When I my clients ask, I tell them it’s protected. It’s something I guarantee them. 
 
Chantelle:  Absolutely. Absolutely. It would be a good question to pose to them. Someone who—as 
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company a there would be investment in maintaining the security of the database as I can imagine it 
being, so currently using a software management system at the moment, Diane, do you?  
 
Diane:  Yes 
 
Chantelle:  So it’s kind of it’s all very secured and, you know, the log ins that you have and it’s—I 
think the other thing with something like Studio Pulse, it’s not as if it’s like going to be the target of 
hackers. I think we have some security there, like it’s not going to be something like the scale. It 
would be worth putting to them—I wouldn’t be particularly anxious about that.  
 
Chantelle:  To be honest with you, because of the scale of the last couple weeks in my life, I put the 
meeting back with Studio Pulse to after Melbourne’s retreat because I just need to just—to get my 
life and health back on track. So that was—yes, I’ve got a meeting with them in, I can tell you the 
date. 
 
Chantelle:  Yes, so it’s not until mid to end November, I believe.  
On the 17th. On the 17th. So I’ll meet them on the 17th/ 
 
Diane:  Alright, thanks. 
 
Chantelle:  Thank you everyone. Okie dokie. So where are we at? So Amanda, if we introduce the 
merger fee, we have 6 to 7 grand more revenue at present. Awesome. 
 
Alright, everyone, well, have a beautiful, beautiful week. That was a really fantastic call. I’m glad that 
we got a little clarity around that and it is really excellent for us to just—to tap in and just really check 
where we at with our numbers and what strategies we’re using financially in the business. So, thank 
you so much and have a fabulous—I’ll speak to you before next week’s retreat.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


